
Karo BRAND  

NEW

RELEASE



Karo

Australia   Toll Free: 1300 306 316 |   sales@charlesparsons.com.au
New Zealand   Toll Free: 0800 651 112 |   interiors@charlesparsons.co.nz

Care Instructions: F4

Dry-cleanableWarm hand wash

*Sample colour may vary. If required, request a cutting to review exact match.
*For further care instructions, please visit our website: www.charlesparsonsinteriors.com
*Pattern repeat to be used as a guide only.

Adding a modern flavour to the Rowe range, Karo will impress with its 

stunning contemporary simplicity. Developed especially with the clarity and 

simple aesthetics of modern interiors in mind, Karo features a crisp geometric 

embroidery on a dry textured sheer base, which makes this unique sheer a true 

style statement. 

Tested to Australian and New Zealand fire standards, Karo can safely be 

specified for commercial application.

A softly draping wide-width sheer, which can be seamlessly installed 

continuously in contemporary high ceiling architecture.

Do not bleach

Drip dry in shadeDo not rub or wring Cool iron if required

Design: Karo

Composition: 100% Polyester

Width:
290cm embroidery width

320cm total width, with weighted hem

Pattern Repeat: V: 11 cm, H: 29cm

Colour Layout: 1 - Haze, 2 - Snow, 3 - Lino, 4 - Midnight, 5 - Storm, 6 - Alloy, 7 - Icicle, 8 - Punch

Reversible: No

AWTA FR Tested: AS/NZS 1530.2 & 1530.3

Linings: Charles Parsons recommend the use of the Guardian Lining Range

RRP NZ$ $106.00

charlesparsonsinteriors.com
rowefabrics.com



Ventura Collection - Oasis / Chartreuse / Mimosa BRAND  

NEW

RELEASE



Ventura Collection 
Oasis / Chartreuse / Mimosa

Australia   Toll Free: 1300 306 316 |   sales@charlesparsons.com.au

New Zealand   Toll Free: 0800 651 112 |   interiors@charlesparsons.co.nz

charlesparsonsinteriors.com
rowefabrics.com

Care Instructions: F3

Dry-cleanableWarm hand wash

*Sample colour may vary. If required, request a cutting to review exact match.
*For further care instructions, please visit our website: www.charlesparsonsinteriors.com
*Pattern repeat to be used as a guide only.

Building on the strength of the previously released Rowe Roof Garden 

Collection, the Ventura Collection broadens the Rowe printed drapery offering. 

Inspired by tropical lifestyle and the abundance of nature, the six clear and 

fresh colour-stories across four botanical designs offer a breadth of application 

options as drapery, occasional chairs, cushions, valances, bed-heads, etc. and 

will sit well in the bright light of the Southern Hemisphere.  

A soft and lightly brushed 100% cotton base-cloth adds to the attraction of this 

original print collection.

Design: Ventura Topanga Camarillo Santa Maria

Composition: 100% Cotton 100% Cotton 100% Cotton 100% Cotton

Width: 137cm 137cm 137cm 137cm

Pattern Repeat: V:61cm H:67.5cm V:51.5cm H:89.5cm V:61.5cm H:67cm V:62cm H:66.5 cm

Reversible: No No No No

AWTA FR Tested: N/A N/A N/A N/A

Linings: Charles Parsons recommend the use of the Guardian Lining Range

Notes: Please refer to Ventura Collection Tango / Flamingo and Ventura Collection
Jungle / Rumba / Cactus for additional colour options.

RRP NZ$ $68.00 $68.00 $68.00 $68.00

Do not bleach

Drip dry in shadeDo not tumble dry Warm/hot iron if required



Ventura Collection - Tango / Flamingo BRAND  

NEW

RELEASE



Ventura Collection 
Tango / Flamingo

Australia   Toll Free: 1300 306 316 |   sales@charlesparsons.com.au

New Zealand   Toll Free: 0800 651 112 |   interiors@charlesparsons.co.nz

charlesparsonsinteriors.com
rowefabrics.com

Care Instructions: F3

Dry-cleanableWarm hand wash

*Sample colour may vary. If required, request a cutting to review exact match.
*For further care instructions, please visit our website: www.charlesparsonsinteriors.com
*Pattern repeat to be used as a guide only.

Building on the strength of the previously released Rowe Roof Garden 

Collection, the Ventura Collection broadens the Rowe printed drapery offering. 

Inspired by tropical lifestyle and the abundance of nature, the six clear and 

fresh colour-stories across four botanical designs offer a breadth of application 

options as drapery, occasional chairs, cushions, valances, bed-heads, etc. and 

will sit well in the bright light of the Southern Hemisphere.  

A soft and lightly brushed 100% cotton base-cloth adds to the attraction of this 

original print collection.

Design: Ventura Topanga Camarillo Santa Maria

Composition: 100% Cotton 100% Cotton 100% Cotton 100% Cotton

Width: 137cm 137cm 137cm 137cm

Pattern Repeat: V:61cm H:67.5cm V:51.5cm H:89.5cm V:61.5cm H:67cm V:62cm H:66.5 cm

Reversible: No No No No

AWTA FR Tested: N/A N/A N/A N/A

Linings: Charles Parsons recommend the use of the Guardian Lining Range

Notes: Please refer to Ventura Collection Oasis / Chartreuse / Mimosa and Ventura Collection
Jungle / Rumba / Cactus for additional colour options.

RRP NZ$ $68.00 $68.00 $68.00 $68.00

Do not bleach

Drip dry in shadeDo not tumble dry Warm/hot iron if required



Ventura Collection - Jungle / Rumba / Cactus BRAND  

NEW

RELEASE



Ventura Collection 
Jungle / Rumba / Cactus

Australia   Toll Free: 1300 306 316 |   sales@charlesparsons.com.au

New Zealand   Toll Free: 0800 651 112 |   interiors@charlesparsons.co.nz

charlesparsonsinteriors.com
rowefabrics.com

Care Instructions: F3

Dry-cleanableWarm hand wash

*Sample colour may vary. If required, request a cutting to review exact match.
*For further care instructions, please visit our website: www.charlesparsonsinteriors.com
*Pattern repeat to be used as a guide only.

Building on the strength of the previously released Rowe Roof Garden 

Collection, the Ventura Collection broadens the Rowe printed drapery offering. 

Inspired by tropical lifestyle and the abundance of nature, the six clear and 

fresh colour-stories across four botanical designs offer a breadth of application 

options as drapery, occasional chairs, cushions, valances, bed-heads, etc. and 

will sit well in the bright light of the Southern Hemisphere.  

A soft and lightly brushed 100% cotton base-cloth adds to the attraction of this 

original print collection.

Design: Ventura Topanga Camarillo Santa Maria

Composition: 100% Cotton 100% Cotton 100% Cotton 100% Cotton

Width: 137cm 137cm 137cm 137cm

Pattern Repeat: V:61cm H:67.5cm V:51.5cm H:89.5cm V:61.5cm H:67cm V:62cm H:66.5 cm

Reversible: No No No No

AWTA FR Tested: N/A N/A N/A N/A

Linings: Charles Parsons recommend the use of the Guardian Lining Range

Notes: Please refer to Ventura Collection Oasis / Chartreuse / Mimosa and Ventura Collection
Tango / Flamingo for additional colour options.

RRP NZ$ $68.00 $68.00 $68.00 $68.00

Do not bleach

Drip dry in shadeDo not tumble dry Warm/hot iron if required



Silva BRAND  

NEW

RELEASE



Silva

Australia   Toll Free: 1300 306 316 |   sales@charlesparsons.com.au

New Zealand   Toll Free: 0800 651 112 |   interiors@charlesparsons.co.nz

charlesparsonsinteriors.com
rowefabrics.com

Care Instructions: F4

Dry-cleanableWarm hand wash

*Sample colour may vary. If required, request a cutting to review exact match.
*For further care instructions, please visit our website: www.charlesparsonsinteriors.com
*Pattern repeat to be used as a guide only.

Silva features a more sophisticated take on the tropics and its lush foliage and 

picks up the current trend of bold nature inspired interior textiles. A statement 

burn-out sheer with a subtly shimmering metallic print in two warm neutral 

shades, which is modern and yet classic.

A flowing wide-width sheer, which can be seamlessly installed continuously in 

contemporary high ceiling architecture.

Do not bleach

Drip dry in shadeDo not rub or wring Cool iron if required

Design: Silva

Composition: 62% Polyester, 34% Viscose, 4% Linen

Width: 300cm continuous

Pattern Repeat: V:90 cm, H:110cm

Reversible: No

AWTA FR Tested: N/A

Linings: Charles Parsons recommend the use of the Guardian Lining Range

RRP NZ$ $138.00



Gemona BRAND  

NEW

RELEASE



Gemona

Australia   Toll Free: 1300 306 316 |   sales@charlesparsons.com.au

New Zealand   Toll Free: 0800 651 112 |   interiors@charlesparsons.co.nz

charlesparsonsinteriors.com
rowefabrics.com

Care Instructions: F4

Dry-cleanableWarm hand wash

*Sample colour may vary. If required, request a cutting to review exact match.
*For further care instructions, please visit our website: www.charlesparsonsinteriors.com
*Pattern repeat to be used as a guide only.

Another classic Rowe statement sheer with a soft and striking large scale 

crosshatch pattern. Inspired by bold modern architecture enhancing the height 

of window sizes and adding a decisively contemporary design element to 

modern interiors across five subtle colour-ways.

Woven in 100% polyester and tested to Australian and New Zealand fire 

standards, Gemona is especially targeted to commercial applications.

A wide-width sheer, which can be seamlessly installed continuously in 

contemporary high ceiling architecture.

Do not bleach

Drip dry in shadeDo not rub or wring Cool iron if required

Design: Gemona

Composition: 100% Polyester

Width: 307cm continuous with weighted hem

Pattern Repeat: V: 120 cm, H: 154cm

Reversible: No

AWTA FR Tested: AS/NZS 1530.2 & 1530.3

Linings: Charles Parsons recommend the use of the Guardian Lining Range

RRP NZ$ $118.00



Ferrara BRAND  

NEW

RELEASE



Ferrara

Australia   Toll Free: 1300 306 316 |   sales@charlesparsons.com.au

New Zealand   Toll Free: 0800 651 112 |   interiors@charlesparsons.co.nz

charlesparsonsinteriors.com
rowefabrics.com

Care Instructions: F2

Dry clean onlyDo not wash

*Sample colour may vary. If required, request a cutting to review exact match.
*For further care instructions, please visit our website: www.charlesparsonsinteriors.com
*Pattern repeat to be used as a guide only.

Picking up on multi-layered textures found not only everywhere in nature but 

also stone elements in modern architecture, Ferrara is an intricate interior textile 

woven in a complex construction and overprinted with a multi-coloured textural 

design. Available in six complex colour-ways, the multitude of shades featured 

in every colour-way will enable Ferrara to work back with almost any colour 

story. As a solid fabric it lends itself to be made up as either drapery, cushions, 

valances or bed-heads.

Cool iron if required

Design: Ferrara

Composition: 68% Polyester, 16% Viscose, 16% Cotton

Width: 138cm

Pattern Repeat: H: 70 cm, V: 70cm

Reversible: No

AWTA FR Tested: N/A

Linings: Charles Parsons recommend the use of the Guardian Lining Range

RRP NZ$ $78.00



Modena BRAND  

NEW

RELEASE



Modena

Australia   Toll Free: 1300 306 316 |   sales@charlesparsons.com.au

New Zealand   Toll Free: 0800 651 112 |   interiors@charlesparsons.co.nz

charlesparsonsinteriors.com
rowefabrics.com

Care Instructions: F3B

Do not dry cleanWarm hand wash

*Sample colour may vary. If required, request a cutting to review exact match.
*For further care instructions, please visit our website: www.charlesparsonsinteriors.com
*Pattern repeat to be used as a guide only.

Tying the collection together is the new Rowe velvet, Modena, which has been 

especially developed to be useable as a drapery, upholstery and accessory 

fabric. Available in seventeen colours, bright jewel tones work back with the 

vivacious Ventura Collection and the softer and more muted neutral shades sit 

well with the colour schemes of Silva, Gemona and Ferrara. A lovely soft handle 

and good drape make it a desirable coordinating fabric and timeless classic, 

which also relates in colour and sophistication to all previously released  

Rowe fabrics.

Do not bleach

Drip dry in shadeDo not tumble dry Do not iron

Design: Modena

Composition: 100% Polyester

Width: 140cm

Pattern Repeat: N/A

Reversible: No

Martindale: 40,000+

AWTA FR Tested: AS / NZS 1530.3

Linings: Charles Parsons recommend the use of the Guardian Lining Range

RRP NZ$ $70.00



Matmi



charlesparsonsinteriors.com/rowe

Matmi Collection

Australia   Toll Free: 1300 306 316 |   sales@charlesparsons.com.au

New Zealand   Toll Free: 0800 651 112 |   interiors@charlesparsons.co.nz

Care Instructions: AUS1/NZ501 Dry-cleanableDrip dry in shade

*Sample colour may vary. If required, request a cutting to review exact match.
*For further care instructions, please visit our website: www.charlesparsonsinteriors.com
*Pattern repeat to be used as a guide only.

This classic, luxurious jacquard velvet collection has been revived with a 

modern twist. Comprising of three designs in varying scales with three opulent 

colourways of Gold, Navy and Ebony.  

Traditional Ikat damask designs and all-over textures translated into a velvet 

heavy weight upholstery. Although the fabric is plush and soft to touch, the 

collection is woven in a well wearing upholstery construction.

Upholstery

Design: Matmi Suri Taj

Composition:
72% Polyester
28% Viscose

72% Polyester
28% Viscose

72% Polyester
28% Viscose

Width: 142cm 142cm 142cm

Pattern Repeat: V:35cm H:35.5cm V:18cm H:19.5cm N/A

Railroaded: No No No

Martindale: 50,000+ 50,000+ 50,000+

Usage Category: HC HC HC

Care Code: AUS1/NZ501 AUS1/NZ501 AUS1/NZ501

RRP NZ$ $90.00 $90.00 $90.00



Roof Garden - Ember



charlesparsonsinteriors.com/rowe

Roof Garden Collection
Ember

Australia   Toll Free: 1300 306 316 |   sales@charlesparsons.com.au

New Zealand   Toll Free: 0800 651 112 |   interiors@charlesparsons.co.nz

Care Instructions: F3

*Sample colour may vary. If required, request a cutting to review exact match.
*For further care instructions, please visit our website: www.charlesparsonsinteriors.com
*Pattern repeat to be used as a guide only.

The Roof Garden Collection is a range that provides endless styling 

opportunities. This beautiful ‘mix and match’ printed drapery and accessory 

fabric collection, comes in four versatile colour-stories across four designs.

Designed in a beautiful dry touch 100% cotton, this collection features floral 

and geometric prints in different scales, offering a breadth of application 

possibilities for drapery, occasional chairs, cushions, valances, bed-heads.

Upholstery

Dry-cleanable Do not bleach

Do not tumble dry Warm iron if required

Warm hand wash

Drip dry in shade

Design: Allium Dash Cactus Roof Garden

Composition: 100% Cotton 100% Cotton 100% Cotton 100% Cotton

Width: 138cm 138cm 138cm 138cm

Pattern Repeat: V:64cm H:69cm V:32cm H:137cm V:64cm H:69cm V:64cm H:69cm

Reversible: No No No No

AWTA FR Tested: N/A N/A N/A N/A

Linings: Charles Parsons recommend the use of the Guardian Lining Range

Notes: Please refer to Roof Garden Fennel, Jewel and Slate Blue for additional colour options

RRP NZ$ $68.00 $68.00 $68.00 $68.00



Roof Garden - Jewel



charlesparsonsinteriors.com/rowe

Roof Garden Collection
Jewel

Australia   Toll Free: 1300 306 316 |   sales@charlesparsons.com.au

New Zealand   Toll Free: 0800 651 112 |   interiors@charlesparsons.co.nz

Care Instructions: F3

*Sample colour may vary. If required, request a cutting to review exact match.
*For further care instructions, please visit our website: www.charlesparsonsinteriors.com
*Pattern repeat to be used as a guide only.

The Roof Garden Collection is a range that provides endless styling 

opportunities. This beautiful ‘mix and match’ printed drapery and accessory 

fabric collection, comes in four versatile colour-stories across four designs.

Designed in a beautiful dry touch 100% cotton, this collection features floral 

and geometric prints in different scales, offering a breadth of application 

possibilities for drapery, occasional chairs, cushions, valances, bed-heads.

Upholstery

Dry-cleanable Do not bleach

Do not tumble dry Warm iron if required

Warm hand wash

Drip dry in shade

Design: Allium Dash Cactus Roof Garden

Composition: 100% Cotton 100% Cotton 100% Cotton 100% Cotton

Width: 138cm 138cm 138cm 138cm

Pattern Repeat: V:64cm H:69cm V:32cm H:137cm V:64cm H:69cm V:64cm H:69cm

Reversible: No No No No

AWTA FR Tested: N/A N/A N/A N/A

Linings: Charles Parsons recommend the use of the Guardian Lining Range

Notes: Please refer to Roof Garden Fennel, Jewel and Slate Blue for additional colour options

RRP NZ$ $68.00 $68.00 $68.00 $68.00



Roof Garden - Fennel



charlesparsonsinteriors.com/rowe

Roof Garden Collection
Fennel

Australia   Toll Free: 1300 306 316 |   sales@charlesparsons.com.au

New Zealand   Toll Free: 0800 651 112 |   interiors@charlesparsons.co.nz

Care Instructions: F3

*Sample colour may vary. If required, request a cutting to review exact match.
*For further care instructions, please visit our website: www.charlesparsonsinteriors.com
*Pattern repeat to be used as a guide only.

The Roof Garden Collection is a range that provides endless styling 

opportunities. This beautiful ‘mix and match’ printed drapery and accessory 

fabric collection, comes in four versatile colour-stories across four designs.

Designed in a beautiful dry touch 100% cotton, this collection features floral 

and geometric prints in different scales, offering a breadth of application 

possibilities for drapery, occasional chairs, cushions, valances, bed-heads.

Upholstery

Dry-cleanable Do not bleach

Do not tumble dry Warm iron if required

Warm hand wash

Drip dry in shade

Design: Allium Dash Cactus Roof Garden

Composition: 100% Cotton 100% Cotton 100% Cotton 100% Cotton

Width: 138cm 138cm 138cm 138cm

Pattern Repeat: V:64cm H:69cm V:32cm H:137cm V:64cm H:69cm V:64cm H:69cm

Reversible: No No No No

AWTA FR Tested: N/A N/A N/A N/A

Linings: Charles Parsons recommend the use of the Guardian Lining Range

Notes: Please refer to Roof Garden Fennel, Jewel and Slate Blue for additional colour options

RRP NZ$ $68.00 $68.00 $68.00 $68.00



Roof Garden - Slate Blue



charlesparsonsinteriors.com/rowe

Roof Garden Collection
Slate Blue

Australia   Toll Free: 1300 306 316 |   sales@charlesparsons.com.au

New Zealand   Toll Free: 0800 651 112 |   interiors@charlesparsons.co.nz

Care Instructions: F3 Dry-cleanable Do not bleach

Do not tumble dry Warm iron if required

Warm hand wash

Drip dry in shade

*Sample colour may vary. If required, request a cutting to review exact match.
*For further care instructions, please visit our website: www.charlesparsonsinteriors.com
*Pattern repeat to be used as a guide only.

The Roof Garden Collection is a range that provides endless styling 

opportunities. This beautiful ‘mix and match’ printed drapery and accessory 

fabric collection, comes in four versatile colour-stories across four designs.

Designed in a beautiful dry touch 100% cotton, this collection features floral 

and geometric prints in different scales, offering a breadth of application 

possibilities for drapery, occasional chairs, cushions, valances, bed-heads.

Upholstery
Design: Allium Dash Roof Garden

Composition: 100% Cotton 100% Cotton 100% Cotton

Width: 138cm 138cm 138cm

Pattern Repeat: V:64cm H:69cm V:32cm H:137cm V:64cm H:69cm

Reversible: No No No

AWTA FR Tested: N/A N/A N/A

Linings: Charles Parsons recommend the use of the Guardian Lining Range

Notes: Please refer to Roof Garden Fennel, Jewel and Slate Blue for additional colour options

RRP NZ$ $68.00 $68.00 $68.00



Torino



charlesparsonsinteriors.com/rowe

Torino Collection

Australia   Toll Free: 1300 306 316 |   sales@charlesparsons.com.au

New Zealand   Toll Free: 0800 651 112 |   interiors@charlesparsons.co.nz

Luxury is brought to the next level with the beautifully drapeable semi-sheer 

Torino. Featuring a bold yet subtle stripe and wide width to be run continuously 

and finished with a weighted hem. Five colours easy to style are softly textured 

and have been constructed in a way that speaks absolute luxury and refine 

quality. This collection will work in classic and contemporary interior settings 

and can be specified for commercial application due to it having received  

good FR test results. 

Care Instructions: F3A

*Sample colour may vary. If required, request a cutting to review exact match.
*For further care instructions, please visit our website: www.charlesparsonsinteriors.com
*Pattern repeat to be used as a guide only.

Dry-cleanable Do not bleach

Do not tumble dry Warm iron if required

Warm hand wash

Drip dry in shade

Design: Torino

Composition: 100% Polyester

Width: 290cm

Pattern Repeat: V:29cm H:0cm

Reversible: No

AWTA FR Tested: AS/NZS 1530.2 & 1530.3

Linings: Charles Parsons recommend the use of the Guardian Lining Range

Notes: Due to the special construction of Torino, Charles Parsons recommend  
you consider puddling the fabric on full length curtains

RRP NZ$ $110.00



Plaza



charlesparsonsinteriors.com/rowe

Plaza Collection

Australia   Toll Free: 1300 306 316 |   sales@charlesparsons.com.au

New Zealand   Toll Free: 0800 651 112 |   interiors@charlesparsons.co.nz

Care Instructions: F3

*Sample colour may vary. If required, request a cutting to review exact match.
*For further care instructions, please visit our website: www.charlesparsonsinteriors.com
*Pattern repeat to be used as a guide only.

Traditional floral scroll and trellis designs reinterpreted in modern jacquard 

construction, both designs are available in matching colour-ways including 

colours such as Pearl, Hampton and Oak and can be easily coordinated and 

styled to suit any space. The subtly lustrous yarns in the design elements play 

off a soft matte background which this deluxe heavy weight fabric drapes 

beautifully while still having a soft feel. Suitable for drapery and accessory 

application, like cushion and valances.

Dry-clean only Warm iron if requiredDo not wash

Design: Plaza Lattice

Composition:
73% Polyester

27% Cotton
73% Polyester

27% Cotton

Width: 140cm 140cm

Pattern Repeat: V:35cm H:35.5cm V:8cm H:9cm

Reversible: No No

AWTA FR Tested: N/A N/A

Linings: Charles Parsons recommend the use of the Guardian Lining Range

RRP NZ$ $66.00 $66.00



Parisi



charlesparsonsinteriors.com/rowe

Parisi Collection

Australia   Toll Free: 1300 306 316 |   sales@charlesparsons.com.au

New Zealand   Toll Free: 0800 651 112 |   interiors@charlesparsons.co.nz

Relaunching a true classic in a refreshed colour palette, the Parisi range has 

introduced four new subtle shades which nods to this season’s interior trends 

such as soft pink, a pale frost and the classic natural palettes of linen and white. 

Soft and light enhancing the beautiful two toned, 100% sheer linen with soft 

drape, has been designed in a wide width to allow continuous drapery application 

and is finished with a weighted hem. The Parisi collection can be worked back 

with classic interior settings adding a natural touch to modern interiors.

Care Instructions: F3

*Sample colour may vary. If required, request a cutting to review exact match.
*For further care instructions, please visit our website: www.charlesparsonsinteriors.com
*Pattern repeat to be used as a guide only.

Dry-clean only Warm iron if requiredDo not wash

Design: Parisi

Composition: 100% Linen

Width: 300cm

Pattern Repeat: N/A

Reversible: No

AWTA FR Tested: N/A

Linings: Charles Parsons recommend the use of the Guardian Lining Range

RRP NZ$ $110.00



Arcadia



charlesparsonsinteriors.com/rowe

Arcadia Collection

Australia   Toll Free: 1300 306 316 |   sales@charlesparsons.com.au

New Zealand   Toll Free: 0800 651 112 |   interiors@charlesparsons.co.nz

Pleated sheer drapery with clear lines and texture, this collection is modern yet 
elegant and works well in minimal, contemporary domestic and commercial 
settings. The neutral two toned colour palette brings a contemporary feel when 
styled amongst modern surfaces and fixtures while also adding a beautiful 
textured element to a space. The wide width runs continuously so pleating 
runs vertically and ensures fabric achieves the best look and drape, especially 
designed for modern high ceiling interiors. Can be specified for commercial 
application due to it having received good FR test results. 

Care Instructions: F4

*Sample colour may vary. If required, request a cutting to review exact match.
*For further care instructions, please visit our website: www.charlesparsonsinteriors.com
*Pattern repeat to be used as a guide only.

Dry-cleanable Do not bleach

Do not rub/wring Warm iron if required

Warm hand wash

Drip dry in shade

Design: Arcadia

Composition: 100% Polyester

Width: 295cm

Pattern Repeat: V:2cm (pleat) H:0cm

Reversible: No

AWTA FR Tested: AS/NZS 1530.2 & 1530.3

Linings: Charles Parsons recommend the use of the Guardian Lining Range

RRP NZ$ $76.00


